JCDL 2016 Chairs’ Welcome

We are pleased to welcome you to the 2016 ACM/IEEE-CS Joint Conference on Digital Libraries – JCDL 2016. As more of our interaction with libraries happens digitally, interfaces and tools for access have become increasingly important. An important issue for digital libraries is how to provide users with improved access to materials. We have big data - how can we help scholars use those resources to make new discoveries in their own fields? This year, we focus on new access methods for digital libraries, that develop technologies for analyzing holdings, and that report on innovative uses of digital libraries for discovery and exploration in science, art, and the humanities.

We are delighted to have three outstanding keynote speakers:

- **Future Digital Libraries: Research and Responsibilities**, Maria Zemankova, National Science Foundation (NSF)
- **The State of Practice and Use of Digital Collections: the Digital Public Library of America as a platform for research**, Rachel Frick, Digital Public Library of America (DPLA)

The three represent distinct aspects of the digital library community and will give us several perspectives to compare and discuss. The speakers are leaders who have shaped digital libraries and can speak knowledgeably about where we are and where we are going.

Organizing JCDL 2016 involved many team members, including the authors who provided the research work and as well as the organizing and program committee. We express our thanks to the authors for their contributions and the committee for their efforts in organizing the event and the program committee for their thorough review and thoughtful feedback. Our special thanks to Rutgers University-Newark for hosting the conference.

We also thank our sponsors, ACM SIGIR and SIGWEB, IEEE TC-DL, Rutgers Institute of Data Science, Learning, and Applications, University of Maryland Baltimore County, University of Pittsburgh – School of Information Sciences.

The program committee has assembled an interesting program with papers and presentations that will provide plenty of opportunity to explore new ideas and follow research trends from leaders of and newcomers to the field of Digital Libraries. Welcome; enjoy the discussions and the society of interesting people from our diverse community.

**Nabil R. Adam**  
*Rutgers University*

**Lillian Cassel**  
*Villanova University*

**Yelena Yesha**  
*University of Maryland Baltimore County*
Welcome to the 2016 ACM/IEEE-CS Joint Conference on Digital Libraries. Our conference theme is **Big Libraries, Big Data, Big Innovation**. We invited submissions that proposed new access methods for DLs, developed technologies for analyzing holdings, and reported on innovative uses of DLs for discovery and exploration in science, art, and the humanities.

This year’s technical program will feature 27 research papers, to be presented in 7 sessions, with topics ranging from *Wikipedia and Newspaper Analysis* to *Curation and Education* to *Recommendation and Prediction*. We will also host two panel sessions, *Issues of Dealing with Fluid Data in Digital Libraries* and *Preserving Born-Digital News*.

We received a number of high-quality paper submissions with authors from 18 countries around the world. Each paper was read and rated by at least 3 reviewers and a meta-reviewer. All papers were discussed at the Program Committee meeting held in Austin, Texas, where the final slate of accepted papers was determined. We accepted 15 full papers out of the 52 submissions (29% acceptance rate) and 12 short papers out of the 34 submissions (35% acceptance rate).

In addition to papers, we accepted 39 posters and demos in two rounds of submissions; this year with an added round to allow authors who submitted earlier a “second chance” to convert longer submissions into poster form or to present later-breaking work. The 39 posters and demos will be presented on the first night of the conference (Monday) and will be preceded by the popular “Minute Madness” session. During the poster and demo session, attendees will be invited to vote for the *Best Poster/Demo Award*.

At our Tuesday night banquet, we will present the *Vannevar Bush Best Paper Award* and the *Best Student Paper Award*. Here are the nominees for the best paper awards:

- “Low-cost semantic enhancement to Digital Library metadata and indexing: Simple yet effective strategies”, Annika Hinze, David Bainbridge, Sally Jo Cunningham, and J. Stephen Downie
- “ArchiveSpark: Efficient Web Archive Access, Extraction and Derivation”, Helge Holzmann, Vinay Goel, and Avishek Anand - also nominated for *Best Student Paper*
- “Comparing Published Scientific Journal Articles to Their Pre-print Versions”, Martin Klein, Peter Broadwell, Sharon Farb, and Todd Grappone
- “Evaluating the Quality of Educational Answers in Community Question-Answering”, Long Le, Chirag Shah, and Erik Choi - also nominated for *Best Student Paper*

We would have not been able to put together this exciting program without the generous help of our Program Committee and other reviewers. We are especially grateful for our meta-reviewers and those who attended the Program Committee meeting. Thank you for your thoughtful reviews.

We hope that you will find the conference program thought-provoking and that you will have the opportunity in Newark to renew old acquaintances, meet new colleagues, and share ideas with researchers and practitioners from around the world.

**Richard Furuta**  
*JCDL 2016 Program Co-Chair*  
*Texas A&M University, USA*

**Michele C. Weigle**  
*JCDL 2016 Program Co-Chair*  
*Old Dominion University, USA*
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